
By Carole Baskin of Big Cat Rescue in Tampa, Florida

Black Panthers 
Fact or Myth



Introduction
1

Since the 1960′s it has been considered politically incorrect to call a black cat a black 
panther.  The big black cats are black leopards or black jaguars and are not referred to as 
black panthers by anyone who knows anything about big cats.  Some people claim to 
have seen black cougars, which are sometimes referred to as Florida Panthers (despite the 
fact that they are not in the Panthera category) and thus extrapolate the term black 
panther, but Florida Panthers are always tan.
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Black Panther May Refer To:

Animals

Black panther, a big cat (of any species, but most commonly a jaguar or a leopard) whose 
coloration is entirely black. This may have originated from the Latin name Panthera for the 
big cats and was probably shortened from Black Panthera to Black Panther.

Political Movements

Black Panther, a member of the Black Panther Party, a 
revolutionary Black nationalist organization in the United States 
formed during the 1960s.

Black Panther, a member of a group of Israeli Mizrahi Jews 
inspired by the Black Panther Party in the United States.

Media

Black Panther, the nickname for the British criminal and murderer Donald Neilson.

Black Panther, a comic book superhero in the Marvel Comics universe, and a member of 
The Avengers.

Black Panther, an underground newspaper.
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Music

Black Panther, a well-known Chinese rock band

A song by Mason Jennings from his 2000 album Birds Flying Away

Military Units

Black Panther, the symbol for the Filipino Special forces, The Scout Rangers 
The nickname of the U.S. 761st Tank Battalion, after their unit’s shoulder sleeve insignia.
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The Black Panther
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The black panther is the common name for a black specimen (a melanistic variant) of any 
of several species of cats.

Zoologically speaking, the term panther is synonymous with 
leopard. The genus name Panthera is a taxonomic category that 
contains all the species of a particular group of felids. In North 
America, the term panther is commonly used for the puma; in 
Latin America it is most often used to mean a jaguar. Elsewhere 
in the world it refers to the leopard (originally individual animals 
with longer tails were deemed panthers and others were 
leopards; it is a common misconception that the term panther 
necessarily refers a melanistic individual).

Melanism is most common in jaguars (Panthera onca) – where it 
is due to a dominant gene mutation – and leopards (Panthera pardus) – where it is due to a 
recessive gene mutation. Close examination of one of these black cats will show that the 
typical markings are still there, and are simply hidden by the surplus of the black pigment 
melanin. Cats with melanism can co-exist with litter mates that do not have this condition. 
In cats that hunt mainly at night the condition is not detrimental. White panthers also exist, 
these being albino or leucistic individuals of the same three species.

It is probable that melanism is a favorable evolutionary mutation with a selective 
advantage under certain conditions for its possessor, since it is more commonly found in 
regions of dense forest, where light levels are lower. Melanism can also be linked to 
beneficial mutations in the immune system.
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Black Jaguar
3



Black Jaguar cubs. In jaguars, the mutation is dominant 
hence black jaguars can produce both black and spotted 
cubs, but spotted jaguars only produce spotted cubs 
when bred together. In leopards, the mutation is 
recessive and some spotted leopards can produce black 
cubs (if both parents carry the gene in hidden form) while 
black leopards always breed true when mated together. 
In stuffed mounted specimens, black leopards often fade 
to a rusty color, but black jaguars fade to chocolate brown. The black jaguar was 
considered a separate species by indigenous peoples.

In Harmsworth Natural History (1910), WH Hudson writes:

The jaguar is a beautiful creature, the ground-colour of the fur a rich golden-red tan, 
abundantly marked with black rings, enclosing one or two small spots within. This is the 
typical colouring, and it varies little in the temperate regions; in the hot region the Indians 
recognize three strongly marked varieties, which they regard as distinct species – the one 
described; the smaller jaguar, less aquatic in his habits and marked with spots, not rings; 
and, thirdly, the black variety. They scout the notion that their terrible “black tiger” is a 
mere melanic variation, like the black leopard of the Old World and the wild black rabbit. 
They regard it as wholly distinct, and affirm that it is larger and much more dangerous than 
the spotted jaguar; that they recognize it by its cry; that it belongs to the terra firma rather 
than to the water-side; finally, that black pairs with black, and that the cubs are invariably 
black. Nevertheless, naturalists have been obliged to make it specifically one with Felis 
onca, the familiar spotted jaguar, since, when stripped of its hide, it is found to be 
anatomically as much like that beast as the black is like the spotted leopard.

The gene is incompletely dominant. Individuals with two copies of the gene are darker (the 
black background colour is more dense) than individuals with just one copy whose 
background colour may appear to be dark charcoal rather than black.

A black jaguar called Diablo has been crossed with a lioness at Bear Creek Sanctuary, 
Barrie, Canada resulting in a charcoal coloured “black jaglion”. The gene is therefore 
dominant over normal lion coloration.
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Black Leopard
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A melanistic black leopard, or “black panther.”  These are the most 
common form of black panther in captivity and have been 
selectively bred for decades as exhibits or exotic pets (this 
inbreeding for the sake of appearance has adversely affected 
temperament). They are smaller and more lightly built than jaguars. 
The spotted pattern is still visible on black leopards, especially 
from certain angles where the effect is that of printed silk. Skin 
color is a mixture of blue black gray and purple with rosettes. A 
black panther (leopard) is able to hunt and kill animals outweighing 
them by more than 1,350 pounds but this is rare because of competition from tigers and 
lions.

Black leopards are reported from most densely-forested areas in south-western China, 
Burma, Assam and Nepal; from Travancore and other parts of southern India and are said 
to be common in Java and the southern part of the Malay Peninsula where they may be 
more numerous than spotted leopards. They are less common in tropical Africa, but have 
been reported from Ethiopia (formerly Abyssinia), the forests of Mount Kenya and the 
Aberdares. One was recorded by Peter Turnbull-Kemp in the equatorial forest of 
Cameroon.

Adult black panthers (leopards) are more temperamental (nervous or vicious) than their 
spotted counterparts. It is a myth that their mothers often reject them at a young age 
because of their colour. In actuality, they are more temperamental because they have been 
inbred (e.g. brother/sister, father/daughter, mother/son matings) to preserve the coloration. 
The poor temperament has been bred into the strain as a side-effect of inbreeding. It is 
this poor temperament that leads to problems of maternal care in captivity as the 
proximity of humans stresses the mother. According to Funk And Wagnalls’ Wildlife 
Encyclopedia, black leopards are less fertile than normal leopards having average litters of 
1.8, compared to 2.1. This may be due to their high-strung nature.

In the early 1980s, Glasgow Zoo, Scotland acquired a 10 year old black leopard from 
Dublin Zoo, Ireland. She was exhibited for several years before moving to Madrid Zoo, 
Spain. This leopard had a uniformly black coat profusely sprinkled with white hairs as 
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though draped with spider webs. She was therefore nicknamed the Cobweb Panther. The 
condition appeared to be vitiligo and as she aged, the white became more extensive. 
Since then, other Cobweb Panthers have been reported and photographed in zoos.

Hear our roars, chuffs, hisses, snarls, calls, and growl sounds HERE: http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHZm52nvBB4 
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Black Puma
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Cryptid Status 
There are no authenticated cases of truly melanistic pumas. Black pumas have been 
reported in Kentucky, one of which had a paler belly. There have also been reports of 
glossy black pumas from Kansas and eastern Nebraska. These are known as the North 
American Black Panther (NABP). None have ever been photographed or shot in the wild, 
and none have been bred. There is wide concensus among breeders and biologists that 
the animal does not exist and is a cryptid. Sightings are current attributed to mistaken 
species identification by non feline experts, and memetic exaggeration of size.

Historical Descriptions  
In his “Histoire Naturelle” (1749), Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon, wrote of the 
“Black Cougar”: “M. de la Borde, King’s physician at Cayenne, informs me, that in the 
[South American] Continent there are three species of rapacious animals; that the first is 
the jaguar, which is called the tiger; that the second is the couguar [sic], called the red 
tiger, on account of the uniform redness of his hair; that the jaguar is of the size of a large 
bull-dog, and weighs about 200 pounds (90 kg); that the couguar is smaller, less 
dangerous, and not so frequent in the neighborhood of Cayenne as the jaguar; and that 
both these animals take six years in acquiring their full growth. He adds, that there is a 
third species in these countries, called the black tiger, of which we have given a figure 
under the appellation of the black couguar.”

“The head,” says M. de la Borde, “is pretty similar to that of the common couguar; but the 
animal has long black hair, and likewise a long tail, with strong whiskers. He weighs not 
much above forty pounds. The female brings forth her young in the hollows of old trees.” 
This black couguar is most likely a margay or ocelot, which are under forty pounds, live in 
trees, and do occur in a melanistic phase.

Another description of a black cougar was provided by Mr Pennant: “Black tiger, or cat, 
with the head black, sides, fore part of the legs, and the tail, covered with short and very 
glossy hairs, of a dusky colour, sometimes spotted with black, but generally plain: Upper 
lips white: At the corner of the mouth a black spot: Long hairs above each eye, and long 
whiskers on the upper lip: Lower lip, throat, belly, and the inside of the legs, whitish, or 
very pale ash-colour: Paws white: Ears pointed: Grows to the size of a heifer of a year old: 
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Has vast strength in its limbs.– Inhabits Brasil and Guiana: Is a cruel and fierce beast; 
much dreaded by the Indians; but happily is a scarce species;” (Pennant’s Synops. of 
quad., p 180). According to his translator Smellie (1781), the description was taken from 
two black cougars exhibited in London some years previously.
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Candidate: Jaguarundi
6

In the US, the most likely explanation for black puma sightings is the jaguarundi, a cat very 
similar genetically to the puma, which grows around 30″ of body and 20″ of tail. Their coat 
goes through a reddish-brown phase and a dark grey phase. While their acknowledged 
natural range ends in southern Texas, a small breeding population was introduced to 
Florida in the 1940′s, and there are rumors of people breeding them as pets there as well. 
Jaguarundis hunting territory can extend to 100km wide for males, and it’s quite possible 
that very small populations which rarely venture out of deep forests are responsible for 
many or most of the sightings. While they are significantly smaller than a puma, differently 
colored, and much lower to the ground (many note a resemblance to the weasel), a little 
memory bias combined with their secretive nature could explain many of the sightings in 
the southeastern US.
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Candidate: Jaguar
7

After that, the next most likely are black jaguars, who are believed to have ranged North 
America in historical memory. Melanistic jaguars aren’t common in nature, and more 
importantly, jaguars themselves were hunted to near extinction in the ’60′s; However, while 
they do not look exactly like pumas, but they have the requisite size, and it’s conceivable 
that there could be, for example, a breeding population hidden in the Louisiana bayou. The 
jaguar has had several photographically confirmed and many unconfirmed sightings in 
Arizona, New Mexico, and southwest Texas, but not outside that region.
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Leopard Facts
8

Common Name: Leopard 
Kingdom: Animalia 
Phylum: Chordata (Vertebrata) 
Class: Mammalia 
Order: Carnivora 
Family: Felidae 
Genus: Pantherinae Panthera 
Species: pardus (asian) 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Sub-species: (Not all listed, these are the most common)

Javan leopard – P.p. melas 
Amur leopard – P.p. Orientalis                                                                                         
Indian leopard – P.p. fusca 
North Chinese leopard – P.p. japonensis 
Somali leopard – P.p. nanopardus 
Zanzibar leopard – P.p. adersi 
Sinai leopard – P.p. jarvisi 
Sri Lankan leopard – P.p. kotiya 
Barbary leopard – P.p. panthera 
Persian leopard – P.p. saxicolor 
Arabian leopard – P.p. nimr 
Anatolian leopard – P.p. tulliana 
Caucasus leopard – P.p. ciscaucasica 
Indochinese leopard – P.p. delacouri 
African leopard – P.p. leopardus (pictured, spotted right)

Misc: This cat, in its melanistic color phase, is often mistakenly referred to as a black 
panther. This species has been (and is still) illegally hunted throughout its range for sport, 
and for its fur.

The leopard is capable of running just under 40 miles per hour for brief periods. It can leap 
more than 20 feet horizontally, and 10 feet vertically. It is also a very adept swimmer.

Size and Appearance: The leopard is the smallest member of the 4 “great cats” and most 
closely resembles its cousin the Jaguar. Leopards vary in length from 3 – 6.25 ft with a tail 
length of 22.5 – 43 inches, and stand 17.5 – 30.5 inches high at the shoulder.  Males weigh 
between 80 – 150 pounds and females between 62.5 – 100 pounds.  This spotted cat has 
short powerful limbs, heavy torso, thick neck, and long tail. Its short sleek coat varies 
greatly from pale straw and gray buff to bright, deep ochre and chestnut, and sometimes 
black (found mostly in wetter, dense forests). Large black spots grouped into rosettes on 
the shoulders, upper arms, back, flanks and haunches, and smaller scattered spots on the 
lower limbs, head, throat and chest, and the belly has large black blotches.
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Habitat: The leopard can adapt to almost any type of habitat that 
provides it with sufficient food and cover, which excludes only the 
interior of large deserts. In its range, it is the only large predator in 
the rain forests.

Distribution: Throughout Africa, from the Arabian Peninsula 
through Asia to Manchuria and Korea.

Reproduction and Offspring: Leopards are capable of breeding between 2 and 3 years, 
and produce 1 – 3 cubs after a 90-100 day gestation. The cubs become independent 
between 13 – 18 months, and siblings may remain together for several months before 
separating. Females in captivity have produced offspring as old as 19 years, but the 
average age of last reproduction is 8.5 years.

In captivity, leopards have lived over 20 years, as compared to 10 – 11 in the wild.

Social System and Communication: Leopards are solitary cats, and use the same 
methods as the other cats for defining their territory: scent marking, feces, and scratch 
marks. It has a variety of vocalizations including grunting, growling, hissing and meowing. 
One of their most recognized sounds is their distance call which sounds something like 
someone sawing wood.

Hunting and Diet: Leopards are very opportunistic animals and have an extremely flexible 
diet. They will consume protein in almost any form, from beetles up to antelopes twice its 
own weight.  It readily eats carrion, and caches sizable kills in trees, returning nightly to 
feed on them. Their main diet consists of over 30 different species including: medium 
sized antelopes (reedbuck, impala, Tommy’s gazelles) and the young of larger species 
(topi, hartebeest, wildebeest, zebra) as the primary food sources, with hares, birds and 
small carnivores rounding out the list. They have even been known to include the 
occasional baboon in their diet.

Status: CITES: Appendix I
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Felid TAG Recommendation: Leopard (Panthera pardus). International studbooks for five 
rare leopard subspecies (Amur, Persian, Chinese, Sri Lankan, and Arabian) have been 
maintained for as long as 25 years. On the basis of conservation need, space availability, 
and the potential for obtaining new founders, the Felid TAG has determined that there is 
only space for one race. The Amur leopard, P. p. orientalis of the Russian Far East, 
adjacent Manchuria and North Korea has been identified as the leopard for zoos and other 
North American institutions. Hybrids, other races and color morpho-types will be managed 
to extinction. The Amur leopard is managed via a PMP and includes AZA zoos, non-
member zoos, and private owners as part of the program. The target population of 120 
individuals probably will be increased to 150 to meet genetic and demographic objectives. 
The EEP and the PMP will merge soon to manage this species globally. The Russian 
Ministry of the Environment has initiated discussion about a potential release program in 
the Russian Far East.

How rare is this cat? The International Species Information Service lists 459 worldwide, 
with 195 being in the U.S.

VIDEO: Meet the Leopards of Big Cat Rescue - http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=eerqWYfwGlE 
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Jaguar Facts
9

Jaguar: Panthera onca 
Common Name: Jaguar 
Kingdom: Animalia 
Phylum: Chordata (Vertebrata) 
Class: Mammalia 
Order: Carnivora 
Family: Felidae 
Genus: Pantherinae Panthera 
Species: onca
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Misc.: The Jaguar and the Leopard are often confused with one another in zoos. Their 
coloring and markings are so similar that it is difficult for people to distinguish them. The 
difference lies in the center of the Jaguars rosettes, because unlike the leopard, the Jaguar 
has spots inside of its rosettes! The Jag is also a much stockier animal than its cousin, 
with shorter legs and tail – giving it more of a pit bull type appearance.

The name Jaguar comes from the ancient Indian name “yaguar” which meant “the killer 
which overcomes its prey in a single bound.”

               Leopard Coat Pattern                                 Jaguar Coat Pattern

Size and Appearance: Jags are the largest felines in the Americas. Adult males can reach 
an overall length of more than 7 feet, and can weigh anywhere from 150 to 200 pounds. As 
mentioned above, its coat color and markings are very similar to the leopard, with a rich 
tawny or yellow background with large black rosettes and spots. It has a larger head, more 
compact body, and much more powerful paws! The Jaguar also occurs with an all black 
(melanistic) coat, and like the leopard, the spots can still be seen on black individuals. 
Albino individuals have been reported as well.

Habitat: The Jaguar is commonly found in rain forests, savannahs, and swamps, but at 
the northern end of its territory it may enter scrub country and even deserts. The Jaguar 
still has a stronghold in the Amazon basin, but has been nearly wiped out of all drier 
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regions. Wherever it is found, it requires fresh water as the Jaguar is an excellent swimmer. 
To see Jaguars in the wild, or help them there, check out www.guato.org

Distribution: Once found here in the United States (California, New 
Mexico, Arizona, Texas, Florida), this cat was hunted to extinction 
here in the late 1940s. Today, it is found in Mexico, but swiftly 
declining and Central America, and the strongest populations being 
found in the Mato Grosso, Brazil; The Pantanal, bordering Brazil, 
Bolivia and Paraguay; Chiapas State, Mexico; and the Yucatan 
Peninsula/northern Guatemala/Belize.

Reproduction and Offspring: Jaguars have no defined breeding 
season and will mate any time of year. After a gestation period of 

about 100 days, the female will give birth to a litter of 2-4 cubs. Mothers will continue to 
feed and protect her young until they are about 1 year old, and they will continue to stay 
with her until they are about 2 years old. They will reach sexual maturity between 2-3 years 
for females, and 3-4 for males.

In captivity, jags lived over 20 years, as compared to 11 – 12 in the wild.

Social System and Communication: The Jaguar is solitary and terrestrial, although it is 
an adept tree climber. It marks its territory with urine and tree scrapes, in the same fashion 
as the other great cats. It has a variety of vocalizations, including, roars, grunts, and 
meows.

Hunting and Diet: Jaguars will pursue 
almost any kind of animal prey within its 
range, with its favorite being the peccary 
(a type of wild pig) and the capybara (the 
worlds largest rodent). Other food items 
are caiman, tapirs, and fish. Jaguars differ 
from all the other cats in their method of 
killing. Once they’ve caught their prey 
they pierce the skulls with their canines, 
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demonstrating the amazing strength of their powerful jaws. They were once presumed to 
be nocturnal, but recent studies have shown that they are active during the daytime, with 
high peaks of activity during dawn and dusk. Jaguars are also more energetic than their 
larger cousins, and are active for 50-60% of a 24 hour period.

Threats: Deforestation rates are high in Latin America and 
fragmentation of forest habitat isolates jaguar populations so that 
they are more vulnerable to the predations of man. People compete 
with jaguars for prey, and jaguars are frequently shot on sight, 
despite protective legislation. Jaguars are also known to kill cattle, 
and are killed by ranchers as pest species. The vulnerability of the 
jaguar to persecution is demonstrated by its disappearance by the 
mid-1900′s from the south-western US and northern Mexico. 
Commercial hunting and trapping of jaguars for their pelts has 
declined drastically since the mid-1970′s, when anti-fur campaigns 
and CITES controls progressively shut down international markets.

Status: CITES: Appendix I. IUCN: Near Threatened. The jaguar is fully protected at the 
national level across most of its range, with hunting prohibited in Argentina, Brazil, 
Colombia, French Guiana, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Suriname, United 
States, Uruguay and Venezuela, and hunting 
restrictions in place in Brazil, Costa Rica, Guatemala, 
Mexico and Peru. The species also occurs within 
protected areas in some of its range.

Felid TAG Recommendation: Jaguar (Pantherinae 
Panthera onca). Although perhaps the longest-lived 
large felid species, the recently approved SSP found 
the North American population in AZA zoos and most 
other locations to be aging and virtually untraceable. 
As this time, only 22 of the 95 U.S. jaguars can be 
traced back to nature. This population is being 
managed as an education population because of its 
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relative abundance in many parts of its range. Additional founders are expected to be 
periodically available for inclusion into the SSP. The target population is 120 individuals.

How rare is this cat? The International Species Information Service lists 292 worldwide, 
with 95 being in the U.S.

What is Big Cat Rescue doing for the Jaguar? We participated in an AZA sanctioned 
study by being the only facility to provide tracking information via detailed photos and 
casts of paw prints from our captive South American Pumas so that they could be 
discerned from jaguar tracks in Costa Rica. This will help researchers determine local 
populations and their habits so that land can be protected for their future.

National Geographic aired a wonderful documentary by Dr. Alan Rabinowitz called, In 
Search of the Jaguar.

Jaguar Sound: http://bigcatrescue.org/sound/jaguar.wav 

VIDEO: Jaguar Relaxing at Big Cat Rescue http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=CbnCV5N3YzY 
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Cougar Facts
10

Common Names: Cougar, Puma, Panther, Mountain Lion, Catamount                                                                                        
Kingdom: Animalia 
Phylum: Chordata (Vertebrata) 
Class: Mammalia 
Order: Carnivora 
Family: Felidae                                                                                                               
Genus: Felinae (Puma) 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Species: concolorSub-species:  
Eastern Texas to Florida – P.c.coryi –IUCN: 
Endangered, CITES:Appendix I Northeastern US and 
southeastern Canada Cougar – P.c. couguar – IUCN: 
Endangered, CITES: Appendix I Central American 
Cougar – P.c. costaricensis – CITES: Appendix I

Misc: The cougar has the greatest natural distribution of any mammal in the Western 
Hemisphere except for man.

The cougar is extremely agile and has great jumping power and may leap from the ground 
up to a height of 18 feet into a tree. It is a good swimmer but prefers not to enter the 
water. Sight is its most acute sense with a good sense of hearing, but is thought to have a 
poorly developed sense of smell.

Size and Appearance: The cougar is the largest cat in the genus “felis”, and is 
comparable in size as the leopard. They vary in length from 59 – 108 inches with a tail 
length of 21 – 36 inches, and height from 23 – 28 inches at the shoulder. Weight can vary 
greatly, between 75 and 250 pounds. They have a long body with a small head, short face, 
and a long neck and tail. They are powerfully built, and the hind legs are larger than the 
front. The ears are small, short and rounded.

Habitat: The cougar thrives in montane, coniferous forests, lowland 
tropical forests, swamps, grassland, dry brush country, or any other 
area with adequate cover and prey.

Distribution: Western North America from British Columbia and 
south Alberta south through west Wyoming to California and west 
Texas. Also south Texas, Louisiana, south Alabama, Tennessee, and 
peninsular Florida.

Reproduction and Offspring: There is no fixed mating season, but 
in North America, the majority of births occur between late winter 
and early spring. Females tend to reproduce every other year, and 
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give birth to litters of 1 – 6 (usually 2-3) kittens after a gestation of 90-96 days. Mothers 
give birth to their young in dens that are lined with moss or vegetation, usually in rock 
shelters, crevices, piles of rocks, thickets, caves, or some other protected place. Kittens 
weigh approximately 7-16 ounces at birth, and have spotted coats until they are around 6 
months old. They will continue to nurse for 3 or more months, but will begin to take meat 
at 6 weeks. The kittens will remain with their mothers until they are 1-2 years old, and after 
separating, siblings will remain together for another 2-3 months. Females reach sexual 
maturity around 2.5 and males around 3 years. They will not begin to reproduce until they 
have established themselves a permanent home area. The may remain reproductive until 
12 years of age for females, and 20 years for males.

In captivity, cougars have lived over 20 years, as compared to 8 – 10 in the wild.  At Big 
Cat Rescue one cougar lived to one month shy of 30 years.

Social System and Communication: Cougars are solitary cats and will avoid other 
individuals except for during mating. They communicate by the use visual and olfactory 
signals, and the males regularly make scrapes in the soil or snow. Their vocalizations 
include growls, hisses, and bird-like whistles. They purr like the domestic cats, and during 
estrus, the females give off loud, hair-raising screams. Hear our purrs, hisses, snarls, calls, 
and growl sounds HERE: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHZm52nvBB4 

Hunting and Diet: Cougars primarily feed on large mammals, preferring deer, but they will 
also eat Coyotes, Porcupines, Beaver, mice marmots, hares, raccoons, birds and even 
grasshoppers. They kill by stalking to within 30 feet of their prey before pouncing from its 
hiding place. It leaps onto its victim’s back and bites into the neck 
and holds with its sharp claws.

Principal Threats: According to 2001 statistics provided from 
actual sales of hunting permits, almost 2100 cougars are still being 
killed each year. This figure does not include all the cougars killed 
by hunters who do not buy licenses nor report their kills. Less than 
3% of our population are hunters but they kill over 100 million 
animals each year for sport.
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Status: CITES: Appendix I, USDI: Endangered

2003 Felid TAG Recommendation: Puma (Puma concolor). A widely held species, the 
Felid TAG is urging the elimination of this species from collections, whenever possible, in 
favor of similar-sized, but rarer SSP or PMP felid species. Only acquisition of pumas 
needed for education or zoogeographic exhibit themes is recommended. With the 
exception of the Florida panther, no breeding is recommended. The present zoo 
population of pumas is comprised of more than 200 individuals, and the studbook keeper 
is striving to reduce this number to 120 or less. In cases of exhibition need, new animals 
should be acquired from other AZA institutions or, alternatively, cubs from sanctuary or 
rescue programs.

How rare is this cat? The International Species Information Service lists 334 in zoos 
worldwide, with 119 being in the U.S.

VIDEO: Mountain Lion Species Spotlight - http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=feavfdrhBwc 
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Jaguarundi Facts
11

Common Name: Jaguarundi 
Kingdom: Animalia 
Phylum: Chordata (Vertebrata) 
Class: Mammalia 
Order: Carnivora 
Family: Felidae 
Genus: Felinae (Felis) 
Species: yaguarondi
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Sub Species: (herpailurus yaguarondi fossata) Guatemalan Jaguarundi(H.y. cacomitli) gulf 
coast jaguarundi  (H.y. panamensis) Panamanian jaguarundi (H.y. toleteca) Sinaloan 
jaguarundi

Misc.: While Jaguarundis are not native to the south-eastern United States, it is believed 
that a feral population exists in Florida, established from an introduced population of 
escaped pets in the 1940’s. They were reported to be quite easy to “tame” by early 
Central American natives, and were used to control rodent populations around villages. 
Today, it is not recommended to keep these or any other wild animal, as pets. Jaguarundis 
are one of the only felines to not have contrasting colors on the backs of their ears.

Size and Appearance: this cat is unique in its appearance among the felids in that it more 
closely resembles a weasel. They have slender, elongated bodies, short legs, a small 
flattened head, long “otter-like” tail, and a sleek, unmarked coat. Adults can weigh as little 
as 6 pounds or as much as 20. They stand 10-14 inches at the shoulder, and reach a 
length of 35-55 inches. Coats occur in 3 main color variations: black, brownish-grey, or 
red. Any or all colors can occur in a single litter, but generally the darker colors are usually 
found in the rain forest, while the paler color is found in the drier environments. The red 
color was once considered a separate species – F. eyra.

Habitat: A cat of the lowlands, not generally found above 6500 ft., 
Jaguarundis occupy a wide range of both open and closed habitats 
– from dry scrub, swamp and savannah woodland to primary forest. 
The factor used to determine habitat suitability is access to dense 
ground vegetation. Of all of the New World felines, Jaguarundis are 
the most adaptable in its ability to occupy diverse environments.

Distribution: Northern Mexico, Central and South America, Texas 
and possibly Florida.

Reproduction and Offspring: After a gestation of approximately 70-75 days, females 
produce a litter of 1-4 kittens. Like cougars and lions, newborns are spotted, and the 
spots soon disappear. They begin to take solid foods around the age of 6 weeks, and 
attain sexual maturity between 24-36 months.
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In captivity, Jaguarundis have lived up to 15 years.

Social System and Communication: Jaguarundis are known to be solitary or travel and 
forage in pairs. They have a wide variety of vocalizations, with 13 distinct calls having 
been documented.

Hunting and Diet: Their primary diet is quite varied and is comprised of small rodents, 
rabbits, armadillos, opossums, quail, wild turkey, reptiles, frogs, fish and domestic poultry. 
They have also been recorded eating fish stranded in puddles.

Principal Threats: Generally not exploited for trade, they are still caught by traps that 
were intended for commercially valuable species. They are notorious for raiding domestic 
poultry and have become nuisance animals and threatened by farmers because of it. Their 
biggest threat is habitat destruction and human encroachment.

Status: CITES: Appendix II, Central and North American populations Appendix I. IUCN: 
Not listed.

Felid TAG Recommendation: Jaguarundi (Herpailurus jaguarondi). Jaguarundis are 
uncommon in zoos, and the founder size of most zoo-held populations is only two 
individuals. Unless a significant number of founders are obtained from range countries, the 
captive population is probably not viable. Therefore, the TAG recommends this species for 
Phase-Out in North America. At the Annual AZA Conference (September 1999), the 
following four species were recommended by the Felid TAG to be ‘down-graded’ to a 
Phase-Out populations. For the jaguarundi, tigrina, and Geoffroy’s cat, these 
recommendations were made because of limited space available, the limited number of 
founders in these populations, and limited potential for acquiring additional founders.

Information reprinted With Permission from the IUCN Wild Cats Book.
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About Author
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Carole Baskin is the founder and CEO of Big Cat Rescue. She runs a real estate business 
and manages 100+ volunteers and interns from around the world and 14 staff. She has run 
this Tampa based non profit since 1992 and has garnered international attention to the 
plight of captive big cats on CNN, Animal Planet, Discovery, U.S. News & World Report, 
People Magazine, The Today Show, Sports Illustrated, all of the local media outlets and 
many more national and international programs.  She is the host of the Cat Chat Show, a 
weekly, live interview with cat experts from around the world.  

She has lectured in Costa Rica, Panama and many cities across the U.S. on cage 
construction, legislative affairs, and sanctuary standards in Universities, Law Colleges, and 
in numerous animal association conferences. Her efforts, combined with many others of 
like mind, have resulted in the 2003 passage of the Captive Wild Animal Safety Act which 
made it illegal to sell a big cat across state lines as a pet, the 2009 requirement that those 
in Florida who possess Class I animals must post a $10,000 bond and the reclassification 
of a cougar to Class I, making it illegal to own as a pet in FL.

As part of the Big Cat Coalition she has worked with The International Fund for Animal 
Welfare, the Humane Society of the United States, Born Free, the World Wildlife Fund, the 
Animal Legal Defense Fund, the Wild Cat Conservation Legal Aid Society, World Council 
for Animal Rights, the Dean of the Massachusetts School of Law, Ian Somerhalder 
Foundation, and the Global Federation of Animal Sanctuaries. Together they represent 
more than 18 million supporters.  

The coalition formed in 2011 and decided on a three prong approach to ending the abuse 
of tigers including;  Closing the generic tiger loophole at the USFWS, asking USDA to 
close the 4 week window of cub petting and a federal bill that ends the breeding and trade 
in big cats outside of AZA zoos.  By 2013 the USFWS and the USDA had put the group's 
suggestions on the Federal Register for public comment and had received nearly 30,000 
comments in support. The Big Cats and Public Safety Protection Act, a federal bill to stop 
public handling of big cats and their cubs and ending the private possession of big cats 
had 5 Senate cosponsors and 84 cosponsors in the House and is poised for passage.

Carole Baskin's mission is to end the trade in exotic cats and thus put herself out of 
business.
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Who Is Big Cat Rescue
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Big Cat Rescue is the largest accredited sanctuary in the world dedicated entirely to 
abused and abandoned big cats. We are home to over 100 lions, tigers, bobcats, cougars 
and other species most of whom have been abandoned, abused, orphaned, saved from 
being turned into fur coats, or retired from performing acts. Our dual mission is to provide 
the best home we can for the cats in our care and educate the public about the plight of 
these majestic animals, both in captivity and in the wild, to end abuse and avoid 
extinction.

	 • Big Cat Rescue is the largest accredited sanctuary in the world dedicated entirely to 
abused and abandoned big cats.

	 • The sanctuary began rescuing exotic cats in Nov. 4, 1992.

	 • The non profit 501c3 sanctuary is home to more than 100 exotic big cats

	 • The cats at Big Cat Rescue are here for a variety of reasons, including:

	 • Abandoned by owners who wrongly thought they would make good pets

	 • Abused by owners in order to force them to perform

	 • Retired from performing acts

	 • Saved from being slaughtered to make fur coats

	 • Rescued as babies after hunters killed their mothers.  See our Bobcat Rehab and 	
	   Release work

	 • Big Cat Rescue has 14 species of cats, many of whom are threatened, endangered 	
	   or extinct now in the wild, including:

	 • Tigers, Lions, Leopards, Cougars

	 • Bobcats, Lynx, Servals, Ocelots, Caracals, Jungle Cats, Leopard Cats and a 	 	
	   Geoffroy Cat
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	 • Big Cat Rescue’s dual mission is to provide the best home we can for the cats in our           
	   care and educate the public about the plight of these majestic animals, both in 		
	   captivity and in the wild, to end abuse and avoid extinction.

	 • The non-profit organization is:

	 • Accredited by the Global Federation of Sanctuaries

	 • Certified by Independent Charities of America as a “Best in America Charity”

	 • Member of the World Society for Protection of Animals

	 • Rated 4 Stars by Charity Navigator (their highest rating) and has one of the highest 	
	   scores of any animal based charity

	 • The sanctuary is situated on 69 acres in the Citrus Park area of north Tampa.

Learn more at:

www.BigCatRescue.org

www.CatLaws.com
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